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ABSTRACT
Non-radial modes are excited in classical pulsators, both in Cepheids and in RR Lyrae
stars. Firm evidence come from the first overtone pulsators, in which additional shorter
period mode is detected with characteristic period ratio falling in between 0.60 and
0.65. In the case of first overtone Cepheids three separate sequences populated by
nearly 200 stars are formed in the Petersen diagram, i.e. the diagram of period ratio
versus longer period. In the case of first overtone RR Lyrae stars (RRc stars) situation
is less clear. A dozen or so such stars are known which form a clump in the Petersen
diagram without any obvious structure.
Interestingly, all first overtone RR Lyrae stars for which precise space-borne pho-
tometry is available show the additional mode, which suggests that its excitation is
common. Motivated by these results we searched for non-radial modes in the OGLE-III
photometry of RRc stars from the Galactic bulge. We report the discovery of 147 stars,
members of a new group of double-mode, radial–non-radial mode pulsators. They form
a clear and tight sequence in the Petersen diagram, with period ratios clustering around
0.613 with a signature of possible second sequence with higher period ratio (0.631).
The scatter in period ratios of the already known stars is explained as due to popula-
tion effects. Judging from the results of space observations this still mysterious form
of pulsation must be common among RRc stars and with our analysis of the OGLE
data we just touch the tip of the iceberg.
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1 INTRODUCTION
RR Lyrae stars are large amplitude pulsators, oscillating
with periods between ∼ 0.3 and 1 day. Majority of these
stars are radial mode pulsators pulsating either in the fun-
damental mode (F mode, RRab stars) or in the first over-
tone (1O mode, RRc stars). Altogether, only the OGLE
Catalog of Variable Stars (OIII-CVS, Udalski et al. 2008;
Soszyn´ski et al. 2009, 2010, 2011) contains nearly 43 000
single-mode RR Lyrae pulsators. Double-mode pulsators,
pulsating simultaneously in the F and 1O modes (RRd stars)
are less frequent (1335 in OIII-CVS). Very scarce are double-
mode pulsators pulsating simultaneously in the F and 2O
modes. Only 17 such object are known and they were dis-
covered only very recently (see a review by Moskalik 2013;
Benko˝ et al. 2014).
RR Lyrae stars are very important in the broad astro-
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physical context. They are excellent distance indicators and
serve as tracers for studies of the Galactic kinematics, struc-
ture and evolution (e.g. Smith 1995). Despite their impor-
tance, the pulsation properties of RR Lyrae stars are not well
understood. The most puzzling is the Blazhko effect – a long-
term quasi-periodic modulation of pulsation amplitude and
phase (see e.g. Szabo´ 2014). Analysis of space-borne photom-
etry (Benko˝ et al. 2010, 2014) and top quality ground-based
photometry (Jurcsik et al. 2009) indicates that nearly half
of the RRab stars display the effect. Frequency of the effect
is likely lower in the case of RRc stars. The ground-based
data indicate that up to 10 per cent of these stars show
the effect (e.g. Mizerski 2003; Nagy & Kova´cs 2006). Un-
fortunately no Blazhko RRc star was observed from space
yet. The excellent Kepler and CoRoT observations led to
progress in our understanding of the Blazhko effect, how-
ever its origin remains a mystery (for a review see Szabo´
2014).
The other puzzle is the excitation of non-radial modes in
the first overtone RR Lyrae stars. In their analysis of MOST
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photometry for RRd star AQ Leo, Gruberbauer et al. (2007)
found additional mode with period shorter than the first
overtone period, ratio of the two periods is PX/P1 = 0.6211.
Olech & Moskalik (2009) detected additional mode in 6 RRc
stars of ω Centauri with similar strange period ratios (all in
a range 0.608 − 0.622). Period ratios in this range are far
from the expected period ratios for radial modes. Four ad-
ditional RRc stars with the same mysterious period ratio
were found in the OGLE LMC data (Soszyn´ski et al. 2009)
and in the SDSS data (Su¨vegas et al. 2012). In all these
stars the additional mode has a very small amplitude, in the
mmag regime. Interestingly, in majority of the stars observed
from space period doubling of additional mode was detected
(Moskalik et al. (2014) and references therein, Szabo´ et al.
(2014)). Analysis of the superior quality Kepler and CoRoT
photometry for RRc stars points that excitation of this mys-
terious additional mode in RRc stars might be common. All
four RRc stars observed with Kepler show additional mode
with the discussed period ratio (Moskalik et al. 2013, 2014).
In addition three stars observed with CoRoT (2 RRc and
one RRd) also show the additional periodicity (Szabo´ et al.
2014; Chadid 2012). Altogether 18 RRc stars are known with
the additional mode excited. They form a clear group in
the Petersen diagram and as such are now regarded as a
new group of radial–non-radial double-mode pulsators (see
Moskalik et al. 2014; Moskalik 2014).
Interestingly, a very similar phenomenon is observed in
first overtone Cepheids (for a summary see Moskalik 2014).
In nearly 200 of these stars additional periodicities, with
period ratios in a range 0.60− 0.65, were found. They form
three well separated sequences in the Petersen diagram (see
also fig. 2 in Moskalik 2014). For both RR Lyrae stars and
Cepheids we do not understand the nature of the addi-
tional mode. It must be a non-radial mode (Moskalik et al.
2014, see also discussion in Sec. 4), however, its identifica-
tion and excitation mechanism behind are not known (see
Dziembowski 2012; Dziembowski & Smolec 2009). We note
that in the first overtone Cepheids yet another group of non-
radial modes was detected, periods of which are close to the
first overtone period (Moskalik & Ko laczkowski 2009).
Motivated by the Kepler and CoRoT results for RRc
stars, suggesting that excitation of the additional mode
might be a common phenomenon, we conducted a search for
additional periodicities in the ground-based photometry of
RRc stars. The publicly available photometry of the OIII-
CVS is the best source for this search, as it offers a long
time coverage, high photometric accuracy and large num-
ber of RRc stars. In addition we decided to focus our search
on the Galactic bulge RRc stars only (Soszyn´ski et al. 2011),
which are much brighter than Magellanic Clouds’ stars. Con-
sequently, the noise level is lower and chances for detecting
additional low-amplitude periodicities are largest.
The data were downloaded from OGLE-III on-line Cat-
alog of Variable Stars. The catalog contains photometry, ob-
tained with the difference image analysis (DIA), collected
during 1997–2009 years. We selected photometry in the I-
band for all RRc and RRd stars from the Galactic bulge
(5080 stars). The data cover magnitude range 13.055–19.649
mag. Number of data points per star vary from 589 to 4425
with modal value of 2830.
Our search resulted in discovery of 145 new RRc stars
and two RRd stars with additional mode excited, of which 83
stars are firm detection and the remaining stars are strong
candidates. Thus the number of these interesting stars is
significantly increased allowing a more detailed study of the
phenomenon.
In Section 2 we describe the semi-automatic procedures
for searching the additional periodicities. Results are pre-
sented in Section 3 and discussed in detail in Section 4. Our
most important findings are summarised in Section 5. In the
Appendix we provide a list and detailed notes on other in-
teresting stars with additional periodicities we have found
during this study.
2 SEARCH FOR ADDITIONAL MODE IN RRC
STARS
The OIII-CVS contains 4989 RRc stars in the Galactic
bulge. That is why we had to develop a good automatic
method for searching for stars with interesting non-radial
mode. In a nutshell, the adopted procedure combines Fourier
analysis of the original data, which allows to find period
of the first overtone (P1), prewhitening the data with the
Fourier series and Fourier analysis of the residuals. At this
stage analysis was performed over a frequency range from 0
to 10 d−1. Based on the Petersen diagram for the already
known first overtone pulsators with non-radial mode (fig. 2
in Moskalik 2014) we assume that the period of the addi-
tional mode, PX, should fall in a range 〈0.58, 0.64〉 P1. Cor-
responding frequency range was searched. In order to decide
whether a signal is significant we used arbitrarily chosen cri-
terion of signal-to-noise ratio, S/N > 4.
Besides the non-radial mode in question, there are many
more possible signals in the data which hamper the auto-
matic analysis. Additional signals usually come from slow
trend in the data, long-term modulation of pulsation ampli-
tude and phase (the Blazhko effect), period change, instru-
mental effects or other radial modes. Slow trend produces
peaks in the low frequency domain of the spectrum. The
Blazhko effect typically manifests as equally spaced multi-
plets at the main frequency and its harmonics. Period change
or long-period Blazhko effect lead to unresolved signal at f1
and its harmonics. Periods of other radial modes form char-
acteristic period ratios with the first overtone period differ-
ent than 〈0.58, 0.64〉. Quite often we detect additional peaks
at close-to-integer frequency values, typically the highest
peak at 2d−1 and its aliases. We interpret these signals as
of instrumental origin.
Peaks associated with most of the discussed effects
should not fall in the frequency range of interest, however
their daily aliases – inherent to ground-based photometry
– can. Therefore, we need to consider every signal before
searching for the additional mode.
Trends were modelled with additional sine function of
long period (50 000 days) fitted to the data. The proce-
dure works well for linear and slow parabolic trends but
in many cases signal in low frequencies remained and pro-
duced aliases. During further analysis remaining signal, its
daily aliases, and neighbouring ±2/T frequency range were
excluded from the automatic search. Here 1/T , where T is
the data length, is a formal resolution of the Fourier trans-
form. In the following analysis however, we adopted a con-
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servative criterion and regard two frequencies as resolved if
their separation ∆f > 2/T .
We cannot model the instrumental signal (∼ 2 d−1) so
we only excluded it and its aliases from further analysis.
For many stars, after prewhitening the data with pri-
mary frequency and its harmonics, we were able to find
signal in the vicinity of f1. In the case of unresolved sig-
nal, which may correspond to period change or long-period
Blazhko effect, we excluded its daily aliases from analy-
sis. Resolved frequencies were assumed to originate from
the Blazhko effect with modulation period 1/∆f . We note
that search for additional signal at f1 was restricted to
〈f − 0.2, f + 0.2〉 range which was dictated by the short-
est Blazhko period known (above 5 days, Skarka 2013). We
prewhitened the data with multiplet components, kf1±∆f ,
and the whole procedure was repeated from the beginning,
i.e. new residual data were inspected for the presence of a
signal at low frequencies and of instrumental effects, and
finally again for a signal near the primary frequency. De-
scribed method should not be considered as an analysis of
the Blazhko effect, but rather as a way to clear the spec-
trum from unwanted signals, without proper distinction for
origin of the signal. For the adopted procedure there was no
difference between the real Blazhko modulation and alias of
other signal accidentally placed close to the main frequency.
For this reason we are not able to say precisely how many
RRc stars show the Blazhko effect. This issue will be con-
sidered in a forthcoming publication. When no significant
peak in the proximity of f1 was found, residuals were ready
for search of the non-radial mode.
Described procedure was tested on the sample of more
than 200 stars, manually analysed before. It found all real
candidates from the test sample, although it sometimes mis-
classified stars without the non-radial mode as candidates.
In these cases, the false detection was caused e.g. by the non-
stationary signals present in the data (and their aliases) or
by signals of unknown origin (see Appendix). Finally, the
described method was applied to all RRc stars from the
Galactic bulge.
All stars selected as candidates by automatic procedure
were analysed manually. Frequencies found during this ap-
proach were fitted to the original data in the form of
m(t) = A0 +
N∑
k=1
Ak sin(2pikft+ φk), (1)
where N is the order of decomposition chosen so that
Ak/σk > 4 for each k. Then we performed data clipping,
so all deviating points were removed. The chosen criterion
was 4σ, where σ is the dispersion of the fit.
Last step of the candidate selection procedure was to
check all stars for a possible contamination. In order to do
this, for each candidate we found all variable stars from
OIII-CVS within 1 arcsec radius around the candidate, and
checked whether their periods coincide with the secondary
periodicity of the candidate star or with its aliases. As
a result, we excluded one star from our sample, OGLE-
BLG-RRLYR-12902, in which additional periodicity may be
caused by nearby RRc star OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12836. We
note that for other candidates we cannot exclude the possi-
bility of contamination entirely, because additional variable
 0
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Figure 1. Illustration of the time-dependent prewhitening
method. In the upper panel we plot the Fourier transform of
the original data. Middle panel presents the Fourier transform
after prewhitening with the primary frequency and its harmon-
ics; unresolved signal at f1 remains producing strong daily aliases.
Lower panel shows the effects of application of the time-dependent
prewhitening. Unresolved signal is removed and additional signal
appears.
star may be too close to the candidate to be resolved or it
is not included in the OGLE catalog.
Strong period change is quite common among RRc stars
(see next Section, and Tabs. 1 and 2). Consequently, in many
stars we found unresolved signal at f1. This signal and its
aliases not only complicate the automatic analysis as de-
scribed above, but also significantly increase the noise level
in the Fourier transform and may hide the additional peak.
In an attempt to remove this troublesome signal we applied
a variant of a method called time-dependent prewhitening
described by Moskalik et al. (2014). For each star we divided
the data into subsets. The division is naturally provided by
observational seasons. For each subset we fitted the Fourier
series with fixed frequency, derived from the whole dataset,
adjusting amplitudes and phases only. Consequently, possi-
ble period changes were reflected in the seasonal variations
of the Fourier phase φ1. Residuals from all the subsets were
joined and subjected to Fourier analysis. The method works
well if period change is slow, i.e. period may be regarded ap-
proximately constant within each season. In majority of the
cases we could entirely remove the residual signal at f1. We
note that the method also removes seasonal zero-point dif-
ferences, possibly present in the data, and non-stationarities
connected e.g. to amplitude changes. As a result, noise level
in the Fourier transform was decreased and we could detect
additional non-radial mode in 17 stars. In Fig. 1 we illus-
trate the effects of applying time-dependent prewhitening
to star with strong period change. Clearly, the noise level
was significantly decreased and additional non-radial mode
showed up.
In addition, we manually analysed 91 RRd stars from
the Galactic bulge. We searched for the additional mode
in the frequency spectrum prewhitened with frequency of
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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the fundamental mode, first overtone and their detectable
combinations.
Analysis described in this paper was conducted with
dedicated software written by the authors.
3 RESULTS
We have discovered 147 stars with additional periodicity in
the frequency range on interest. In Tab. 1 we listed stars
with signal-to-noise ratio greater than 4.5, so we consider
those stars as firm detections. There are 83 such stars.
Tab. 2 contains 64 stars with lower signal-to-noise ratio,
4 < S/N < 4.5, so they are possible candidates for stars
with additional mode. Subsequent columns contain period
of the first overtone and of the additional mode, their ra-
tio, amplitude of f1, A1, and Ax/A1. Two last columns con-
tain signal-to-noise ratio and remarks. The Petersen diagram
with all new stars is presented in Fig. 2.
The automatic procedure described in Sec. 2 found
128 stars. Additional 17 stars were found after the time-
dependent prewhitening was applied. They are marked with
‘d’ in the ‘remarks’ column of Tabs. 1 and 2. In addition, 67
stars for which we detected unresolved signal at f1, a signa-
ture of a possible period change, are marked with ‘a’. For
four stars we see a signature of the Blazhko effect and we
marked them with ‘b’.
For two stars with two close frequencies (dublet), which
are both visible after prewhitening with f1 and its harmon-
ics, we included two possible solutions in the tables (in the
Petersen diagrams we always plot the additional mode of
the highest amplitude). In 34 stars, marked with ‘c’, either
fX is non-stationary or additional close, but resolved sig-
nals appear after prewhitening with fX, which may also be
non-stationary (see Sec. 4).
In four stars, marked with ‘s’, we see additional signal
close to 1/2fX, which we identify as sub-harmonic of fX. In
five stars, marked with ‘e’, we detect additional significant
signal that cannot be identified with combination frequency
or with sub-harmonic of fX. These stars are discussed in
more detail in the Appendix.
Only in 5 stars, marked with ‘g’ in Tabs. 1 and 2, we
possibly see combination frequencies of the additional mode
and the first overtone (f1 + fX), but they are very weak
(3 < S/N < 4). Presence of combination frequencies proves
that the two periodicities originate from the same star. In
all other stars we do not see the combination frequencies.
In principle they could all be blends. This is unlikely how-
ever. First, we checked for contaminations within OIII-CVS
and found only one (see Sec. 2). Second, it is statistically
not possible that in all cases the period of the contaminat-
ing source has nearly the same period ratio with P1, as is
clearly visible in Fig. 2. The presence of a well defined and
tight sequence in the Petersen diagram is a strong argument
that in all our stars we see a signature of the same phe-
nomenon, a double-mode pulsation with first overtone and
unidentified mode simultaneously excited. The same argu-
ment shows that majority of our candidate stars from Table
2 exhibit the same form of double-mode pulsation. They per-
fectly fit to the sequence defined by stars from Table 1 as
is well visible in Fig. 2. Using the same reasoning in several
stars we identified a lower amplitude alias in the frequency
0.60
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.64
0.65
-0.65 -0.6 -0.55 -0.5 -0.45 -0.4 -0.35
P X
/P
1
log P1
S/N ≥ 4.5
S/N < 4.5
RRd
Figure 2. The Petersen diagram for newly discovered stars with
additional periodicity.
spectrum as a real signal, even if its daily alias was slightly
higher. There were 14 such stars and they are marked with
‘f’ in the ‘remarks’ column of Tabs. 1 and 2.
Among 91 RRd stars we detected two candidates for
stars with non-radial mode. They are included in Tab. 2
with ‘RRd’ in ‘remarks’ and plotted in Fig. 2 with different
symbol. They fit the main sequence very well.
4 DISCUSSION
We have significantly increased a sample of RRc stars with
additional non-radial mode which has characteristic period
ratio about 0.61 with the first overtone. Eighteen stars were
known before, now we detected 147 additional. In Fig. 2
we show how newly discovered stars are distributed in the
Petersen diagram. 137 stars are placed between period ra-
tios 0.605–0.616, with average value 0.613, and form a well
defined horizontal sequence. We found no significant correla-
tion between period ratio and the first overtone period. Nine
stars, with both low and high S/N detections, have period
ratios about 0.63 and they form a separate, second group
on the Petersen diagram. For these stars minimum, max-
imum and average values are 0.62868, 0.63384 and 0.631,
respectively. This sequence seems to be well defined. There
is a clear gap between the two sequences. Within the sec-
ond group we observe a slight trend of increasing period
ratio with the decreasing period of the first overtone. We
note that in the case of first overtone Cepheids with addi-
tional mode three well separated sequences are observed (see
Soszyn´ski et al. 2010). In addition to the two sequences just
described one star has significantly different period ratio,
below 0.6, but it is a weak detection.
For all stars the amplitude of the additional mode is
very low compared to the amplitude of the first overtone (see
Tabs. 1 and 2). Amplitude of the additional mode amounts
to 1.2 − 8.1 per cent of the first overtone amplitude, with
modal value 2.8 per cent. The highest amplitude ratio is de-
tected for RRd star, where AX/A1 is 14 per cent. Fig. 3
shows the histogram of amplitude ratios for all detected
stars.
The identification of additional mode as non-radial re-
sults from comparison with pulsation models which, for
given model parameters (mass, M , luminosity, L, effective
temperature, Teff , and chemical composition, X/Z), provide
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Table 1. Properties of stars with non-radial mode, detected with S/N > 4.5. Consecutive columns provide:
periods of the first overtone and of additional non-radial mode, period ratio, I-band amplitude of the first
overtone and amplitude ratio, signal-to-noise for non-radial mode and remarks.
Name P1 [d] PX [d] PX/P1 A1 [mag] AX/A1 S/N Remarks
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-02251 0.24005 0.15210 0.63361 0.05348 0.066 4.79 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-04031 0.31145 0.18970 0.60908 0.12635 0.026 4.51 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-04149 0.25183 0.15433 0.61285 0.10065 0.043 4.77 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05301 0.30561 0.18730 0.61287 0.12429 0.039 4.81 b,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05311 0.29733 0.18251 0.61382 0.11748 0.050 4.67
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05816 0.30429 0.18682 0.61395 0.12111 0.028 4.8 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05837 0.30154 0.18515 0.61401 0.11892 0.033 6.87 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05931 0.30141 0.18491 0.61348 0.12798 0.034 4.91 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05964 0.29994 0.18394 0.61324 0.13190 0.024 4.86 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-06085 0.30688 0.18819 0.61322 0.13078 0.036 5.19 g
0.30688 0.19084 0.62188 0.13075 0.030 4.16 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-06352 0.31627 0.19394 0.61321 0.11370 0.023 4.69 a,d,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-06374 0.27296 0.16688 0.61137 0.10634 0.033 4.58
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-06383 0.31355 0.19238 0.61355 0.12380 0.025 5.19 a,d,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-06420 0.31401 0.19262 0.61342 0.11398 0.051 4.94 c,f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-06439 0.30499 0.18743 0.61454 0.12127 0.039 5.85 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07094 0.26797 0.16389 0.61161 0.11120 0.036 4.7 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07118 0.31578 0.19357 0.61298 0.11950 0.024 5.01 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07256 0.25101 0.15384 0.61288 0.10160 0.047 5.18 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07508 0.29538 0.18069 0.61174 0.13520 0.018 4.64 a,d,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07518 0.29361 0.18030 0.61408 0.13652 0.033 6.49 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08084 0.31470 0.19288 0.61291 0.12491 0.041 5.91
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08125 0.27681 0.16951 0.61236 0.10187 0.034 5.22 a,e
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08151 0.33179 0.20372 0.61399 0.12434 0.032 4.83 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08183 0.29386 0.18054 0.61439 0.13829 0.032 5.82
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08214 0.31068 0.19062 0.61358 0.12252 0.027 4.77
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08349 0.29709 0.18203 0.61272 0.12765 0.026 5.18 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08421 0.30188 0.18463 0.61160 0.12604 0.045 4.69
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08475 0.31095 0.19070 0.61328 0.11270 0.034 4.77
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08591 0.30220 0.18475 0.61133 0.12591 0.040 4.6
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08674 0.31692 0.19426 0.61295 0.11828 0.028 4.93 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08721 0.24132 0.14779 0.61245 0.07841 0.047 4.84 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08745 0.29345 0.18031 0.61444 0.13072 0.025 5.02 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09134 0.29693 0.18243 0.61440 0.12569 0.023 5.28 e
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09164 0.28639 0.17557 0.61305 0.14166 0.022 4.53 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09206 0.29500 0.18069 0.61250 0.12988 0.054 4.79
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09267 0.24988 0.15303 0.61242 0.12069 0.033 4.79
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09305 0.30295 0.18573 0.61309 0.12764 0.037 5.04 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09349 0.24917 0.15275 0.61303 0.11188 0.023 6.2 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09529 0.30693 0.18840 0.61381 0.12600 0.019 4.7 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09733 0.31378 0.19227 0.61275 0.11894 0.028 4.83 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09929 0.29917 0.18347 0.61326 0.12792 0.026 5.5
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10037 0.32980 0.20765 0.62963 0.12849 0.021 5.57 s
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10244 0.31346 0.19226 0.61333 0.12686 0.029 7.19 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10352 0.29857 0.18338 0.61419 0.12863 0.034 4.93 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10371 0.28934 0.17751 0.61347 0.13159 0.025 7.43 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10426 0.30200 0.18517 0.61314 0.12350 0.046 5.98 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10663 0.27700 0.16969 0.61259 0.08478 0.037 4.69 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10685 0.30007 0.18407 0.61341 0.13059 0.038 5.46 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10787 0.27651 0.16942 0.61272 0.11253 0.027 4.6 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11015 0.28958 0.17781 0.61403 0.12902 0.024 6.16
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11107 0.30866 0.18957 0.61418 0.12575 0.030 5.79 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11151 0.29670 0.18211 0.61377 0.12594 0.030 5.51 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11503 0.31098 0.19028 0.61187 0.12873 0.027 6.01 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11559 0.30529 0.18630 0.61025 0.13199 0.023 4.53 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11641 0.32269 0.20344 0.63044 0.13423 0.022 5.03 b,s
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11684 0.30179 0.18530 0.61402 0.13118 0.029 5.52 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12037 0.31909 0.20128 0.63080 0.13177 0.025 4.56 f,s
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12071 0.33048 0.20777 0.62868 0.11846 0.021 4.69 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12099 0.29872 0.18351 0.61431 0.12941 0.028 5.79 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12113 0.31059 0.18936 0.60967 0.12928 0.022 5.91 a
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Table 1 – continued
Name P1 [d] PX [d] PX/P1 A1 [mag] AX/A1 S/N Remarks
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12154 0.28683 0.17594 0.61341 0.13660 0.023 5.17 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12160 0.30123 0.18491 0.61387 0.13002 0.028 6.59 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12261 0.30507 0.18686 0.61252 0.12749 0.024 5.23 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12363 0.31900 0.19553 0.61294 0.12114 0.019 4.57 a,d,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12439 0.29558 0.18151 0.61409 0.13217 0.021 5.23 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12672 0.23540 0.14459 0.61423 0.09451 0.053 6.89 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12686 0.29624 0.18200 0.61436 0.12926 0.017 4.63 a,g
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12723 0.24919 0.15286 0.61342 0.12065 0.022 5.41 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13003 0.30888 0.18966 0.61402 0.11866 0.026 5.64 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13129 0.31144 0.19086 0.61284 0.11584 0.034 6.34 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13136 0.27940 0.17130 0.61310 0.11205 0.032 7.2 b,c,g
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13269 0.29716 0.18175 0.61162 0.12680 0.030 4.65 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13331 0.29378 0.18047 0.61433 0.12848 0.051 5.29
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13401 0.30025 0.18374 0.61198 0.13070 0.029 5.05 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13422 0.30212 0.18519 0.61297 0.13597 0.028 6.66 a,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13550 0.32117 0.19672 0.61251 0.12606 0.025 4.77 g
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14404 0.24538 0.15020 0.61209 0.09020 0.048 5.35 b,c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14502 0.29471 0.18080 0.61350 0.12590 0.027 4.95 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14677 0.29520 0.18135 0.61432 0.12276 0.033 5.5 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14687 0.27104 0.16629 0.61352 0.11493 0.047 5.59
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14744 0.29256 0.17932 0.61291 0.13485 0.022 4.57 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-15271 0.28991 0.17771 0.61299 0.14640 0.023 5.03
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-16157 0.29843 0.18333 0.61431 0.11866 0.060 5.75 a
a – period change; b – suspected Blazhko effect; c – additional mode is non-stationary;
d – time-dependent prewhitening was used; e – additional signal present in the data; f – daily alias is higher;
g – combination frequencies detected; s – sub-harmonic of additional mode detected
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Figure 3. The histogram of amplitude ratios for the newly dis-
covered stars.
periods of the radial modes and their linear growth rates.
This computations indicate that period ratios observed both
in the first overtone Cepheids and in RRc stars with addi-
tional ∼ 0.6 mode cannot correspond to period ratios be-
tween radial modes – see Dziembowski & Smolec (2009) &
Dziembowski (2012) for Cepheid models and Moskalik et al.
(2014), for RR Lyrae models. They are in between the ex-
pected third-to-first overtone period ratio and fourth-to-first
overtone period ratio. In Fig. 4 we present a comparison be-
tween model and observed period ratios for our sample of
RRc stars. The models were computed with the Warsaw pul-
sation codes (Smolec & Moskalik 2008) assuming different
values forM (0.55−0.75M⊙), L (40−70L⊙), Teff (across full
instability strip for each M/L) and metallicity (0.01, 0.001
and 0.0001; different symbols/colors in Fig. 4). No doubt,
the main 0.613 sequence cannot correspond to double-mode
radial pulsation. It falls exactly in between P3/P1 and P4/P1
model sequences. Only two stars from its long-period tail fall
among the P3/P1 model period ratios for metal rich stars.
The situation is less clear for the 0.631 sequence, which fits
the lower boundary of P3/P1 model ratios. We argue how-
ever, that also these stars are radial–non-radial double-mode
stars. First, observed period ratios are lower than the model
period ratios and form a group, in which increase of period
ratio with decreasing period is only very slight, while in the
models the increase is well visible. Second, the models that
directly neighbour the discussed group correspond to high
metallicities, Z = 0.01, which is not typical for RR Lyrae
stars. Third, such form of pulsation, i.e., 1O+3O double-
mode pulsation, although detected previously in two first
overtone Cepheids (Soszyn´ski et al. 2008), is certainly dif-
ficult to explain. Models predict that third overtone is lin-
early stable. At the moment we do not have an explana-
tion how such form of pulsation could arise, we admit how-
ever, that the problem of the origin of double-mode pulsa-
tion of any flavour, even in the most frequent F+1O RRd
stars or double-mode Cepheids is difficult and unsolved (see
Smolec & Moskalik 2010; Smolec 2014).
To check whether stars with the additional mode differ
from other RRc stars we have plotted the location of OGLE
Galactic bulge RRc stars in the period-luminosity diagram
in Fig. 5. In addition we have plotted the stars from the two
sequences (0.613 and 0.631) with different symbols. Stars
with the additional mode occupy a shorter period part of
this diagram, but do not group at any specific place. Except
two, all stars from 0.631 sequence have longer periods than
majority of stars from 0.613 sequence, but otherwise they
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Table 2. Same as Tab. 1, but for star with non-radial mode detected with S/N < 4.5.
Name P1 [d] PX [d] PX/P1 A1 [mag] AX/A1 S/N Remarks
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-00679 0.30903 0.18961 0.61356 0.11982 0.055 4.47
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-01744 0.29585 0.18111 0.61216 0.13412 0.030 4.47
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-02027 0.27862 0.17015 0.61069 0.11673 0.14 4.22 RRd
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-02077 0.29234 0.17953 0.61409 0.12724 0.033 4.37
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-02478 0.39036 0.23872 0.61154 0.11254 0.054 4.14 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-02615 0.29403 0.18024 0.61301 0.13983 0.026 4.16 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-04466 0.29726 0.18212 0.61266 0.12641 0.033 4.37
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-04754 0.28631 0.17577 0.61392 0.12870 0.036 4.39
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05550 0.24910 0.15332 0.61548 0.13672 0.019 4.34 a,e
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05956 0.29174 0.17951 0.61529 0.13119 0.034 4.01
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07027 0.30650 0.18807 0.61361 0.12118 0.028 4.12
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07076 0.29638 0.18094 0.61048 0.12487 0.022 4.02 s
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07368 0.31903 0.19547 0.61272 0.11788 0.025 4.04
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07980 0.29529 0.18033 0.61069 0.12154 0.016 4.33 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08028 0.28384 0.17423 0.61383 0.13588 0.024 4.48 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08048 0.31430 0.19243 0.61225 0.13109 0.020 4.32 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08321 0.33110 0.20317 0.61361 0.13587 0.037 4.42 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08396 0.29395 0.18045 0.61389 0.13314 0.019 4.49
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08443 0.30694 0.18815 0.61301 0.15399 0.014 4.29
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08597 0.32093 0.20236 0.63053 0.13686 0.028 4.2 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08640 0.28460 0.17460 0.61349 0.12978 0.032 4.36 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08716 0.28834 0.17709 0.61415 0.13928 0.017 4.33 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08788 0.28739 0.17632 0.61353 0.13720 0.029 4.19 e
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08818 0.31261 0.19193 0.61396 0.12928 0.023 4.38 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08896 0.28189 0.17307 0.61394 0.14593 0.020 4.47 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09481 0.31772 0.19466 0.61267 0.12172 0.041 4.18
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09620 0.29163 0.17887 0.61334 0.13539 0.038 4.16
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10219 0.29384 0.17993 0.61233 0.13964 0.019 4.24
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10230 0.31078 0.19069 0.61358 0.12161 0.034 4.33 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10392 0.24760 0.15193 0.61361 0.11625 0.030 4.31 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10756 0.29659 0.18232 0.61470 0.14130 0.027 4.47 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10880 0.24889 0.15776 0.63384 0.10672 0.049 4.24
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10951 0.30553 0.18685 0.61157 0.13935 0.017 4.02
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11063 0.28947 0.17783 0.61431 0.13518 0.021 4.43 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11575 0.29661 0.18172 0.61264 0.12730 0.035 4.32 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11711 0.30466 0.18712 0.61420 0.12189 0.028 4.12 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11726 0.30195 0.18538 0.61396 0.12498 0.049 4.03 e
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11742 0.27929 0.17185 0.61532 0.13836 0.017 4.36 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11761 0.30881 0.18939 0.61329 0.12562 0.027 4.03
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11789 0.26796 0.16397 0.61190 0.11555 0.030 4.46
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11806 0.31314 0.19207 0.61337 0.11690 0.053 4.21
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11917 0.31333 0.19193 0.61255 0.12334 0.020 4.01 c
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11942 0.22411 0.13788 0.61525 0.07636 0.047 4.2 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12127 0.28870 0.17740 0.61445 0.14603 0.016 4.3 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12315 0.28681 0.17545 0.61171 0.14384 0.012 4.1 a,d,f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12355 0.35181 0.21630 0.61481 0.14052 0.081 4.15
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12369 0.26545 0.16311 0.61445 0.11163 0.031 4.18
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12421 0.33805 0.21317 0.63059 0.12349 0.024 4.17 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12692 0.32502 0.19672 0.60527 0.10872 0.059 4.19 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13099 0.28072 0.17270 0.61520 0.14614 0.014 4.12 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13184 0.31028 0.18985 0.61186 0.12736 0.040 4.32
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13247 0.29538 0.18147 0.61437 0.12987 0.060 4.08
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13340 0.29206 0.17893 0.61263 0.13633 0.038 4.25 f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13528 0.29747 0.18258 0.61376 0.14883 0.027 4.1
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13911 0.24996 0.15302 0.61220 0.12379 0.028 4.38
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14031 0.42978 0.26470 0.61592 0.11555 0.031 4.13 RRd,a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14162 0.28050 0.16693 0.59512 0.08493 0.020 4.25 a,d
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14190 0.31324 0.19199 0.61291 0.12020 0.040 4.4 a,f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14344 0.30933 0.18979 0.61355 0.12268 0.030 4.08 g
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14467 0.26591 0.16291 0.61264 0.11933 0.026 4.21 c,f
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14731 0.33149 0.20292 0.61215 0.14174 0.022 4.48 a
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14917 0.30481 0.18748 0.61507 0.12575 0.027 4.23
0.30481 0.18637 0.61143 0.12539 0.031 4.61
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Table 2 – continued
Name P1 [d] PX [d] PX/P1 A1 [mag] AX/A1 S/N Remarks
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-15672 0.25924 0.15874 0.61230 0.11762 0.048 4.08
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-16265 0.31311 0.19745 0.63059 0.12817 0.052 4.02
a – period change; b – suspected Blazhko effect; c – additional mode is non-stationary;
d – time-dependent prewhitening was used; e – additional signal present in the data; f – daily alias is higher;
g – combination frequencies detected; s – sub-harmonic of additional mode detected
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Figure 4. The Petersen diagram for newly detected double-mode
RR Lyrae stars confronted with predicted P3/P1 and P4/P1 ra-
dial mode period ratios computed with the Warsaw codes.
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Figure 5. The period-luminosity diagram for all RRc stars from
the Galactic bulge. Stars with the additional mode are marked
with different symbols.
cover a similar luminosity range. To check the possibility
that stars with higher period ratio belong to other stellar
system that coincide with the Galactic bulge (e.g. Sagittar-
ius Dwarf Galaxy, cluster of stars) we analysed their loca-
tion in the sky – Fig. 6. The stars group in the fields close
to the Galactic centre, which is expected as these are the
most dense stellar fields. No grouping corresponding to any
cluster is visible on Fig. 6.
In order to compare new stars with the previously
known, we plotted them together on the Petersen diagram
in Fig. 7. New stars have shorter periods than those al-
ready known, so these two groups barely overlap. Some of
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Figure 6. Location in the sky of the newly discovered stars. All
RRc stars from the OGLEIII Galactic bulge catalog are plotted
with small dots.
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Figure 7. The Petersen diagram for newly discovered and already
known stars with the additional periodicity.
the previously known stars nicely fit the 0.613 sequence de-
fined by the newly discovered stars or its long-period exten-
sion. There are stars with higher period ratios, but except
one, they do not fit well to 0.631 sequence. Stars known so
far have large dispersion on the diagram, much larger than
the Galactic bulge sample. We suppose that this situation
is caused by a population effects, as in the old sample we
have stars from different stellar systems (ω Centauri, LMC,
Kepler field).
In all RRc and RRd stars observed by the space tele-
scopes we see additional mode (Gruberbauer et al. 2007;
Moskalik 2014; Szabo´ et al. 2014), which indicates that this
mode should be common among these stars. In all cases
the amplitude of the additional mode is small, in the mmag
regime. The high precision of the space photometry made
its detection possible. The ground based observations have
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Figure 8. The histogram of signal-to-noise ratio for the peaks
corresponding to non-radial mode.
much higher noise level. We can expect that only stars
with the highest intrinsic amplitude of the additional mode,
which are likely a small fraction of this presumably large
group, could be detected from the ground. In Fig. 8 we show
the histogram of S/N of our detections that seem to support
such view. The number of stars grows significantly as S/N is
decreased till a cutoff value of 4 resulting from our arbitrar-
ily chosen criterion. Clearly, there must be much more RRc
stars in the Galactic bulge with the additional non-radial
mode, but because of its low amplitude, they are hidden in
the noise. 147 stars detected in this study are likely just the
tip of the iceberg.
Among the previously known stars with additional
mode none shows the Blazhko modulation. From newly
discovered sample we selected four possible candidates for
Blazhko stars (marked with ‘b’ in ‘remarks’ column of
Tabs. 1 and 2). Three stars have additional close frequency
at f1 (dublets) which may correspond to modulation peri-
ods of 1115, 308 and 12 days. One star has triplet at the
primary frequency, but the sidepeaks are not well resolved
at the noise level observed in this star. In addition frequency
spectrum at f1 is rather complex with non-stationary peaks.
We did not find a star with typical Blazhko modulation
which shows additional non-radial mode, but we cannot ex-
clude that such stars exist. Proper analysis of stars with the
Blazhko effect will be the subject of future research.
In several stars we detect unresolved signal at fX or
signal at fX is accompanied by additional close peaks that
may also be non-stationary. This situation is common to
RRc stars observed from space, both by CoRoT (Szabo´ et al.
2014) and by Kepler (Moskalik et al. 2014). The analysis of
nearly continuous and top-quality Kepler photometry indi-
cates that it corresponds to quasi-periodic modulation of
fX. Likely we detect a signature of the same phenomenon.
In Fig. 9 we show the seasonal variation of AX for one star
from our sample. Results are very similar for other stars
– the amplitude variation is sometimes regular, sometimes
more erratic. We note that with poorly sampled and noisy
ground-based data we cannot resolve the variations that oc-
cur on a time scale shorter than the season length.
Finally, in four stars, of which three are members of
the 0.631 group in the Petersen diagram, we detect addi-
tional significant signal at ∼ 1/2fX, which we identify as
sub-harmonic of fX. Tab. 3 provides basic information about
this additional frequency, denoted in the following by fs. The
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Figure 9. The seasonal amplitude change of the additional non-
radial mode in OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-13136.
presence of sub-harmonic may indicate that non-radial mode
undergoes period doubling (see e.g. Smolec et al. 2012). We
do not detect other sub-harmonics, e.g. at 3/2fX. Sub-
harmonics, at ∼ 1/2fX and at ∼ 3/2fX are often detected
in space data for RRc stars (Moskalik et al. 2014), both
in stars with period ratios close to 0.61 and in stars with
larger period ratios. Just as we found here, they may be lo-
cated slightly off the exact sub-harmonic of fX. Amplitude
of the sub-harmonics we detect is a significant fraction of
non-radial’s mode amplitude, As/AX is larger than 0.8 for
all stars and in OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12037 the amplitudes
are equal. In addition, in OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10037 and in
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11641 sub-harmonic is non-stationary.
In case of the Kepler data sub-harmonics are always non-
stationary. Both As and AX vary in time. Although typi-
cally As is lower than AX the reverse situation may also
happen. We also note that sub-harmonic is likely present in
other star, OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08674, but S/N is below 4
for the suspected peak.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have analysed 4989 stars from the Galactic bulge clas-
sified in OIII-CVS as RRc stars, and 91 stars classified as
RRd. We searched for non-radial mode, which forms char-
acteristic period ratio with the first overtone mode around
0.6. We detected 145 stars pulsating in two modes simultane-
ously: in the first overtone and in the non-radial mode. Two
stars pulsate in the fundamental mode, in the first overtone
(RRd) and in the non-radial mode.
The newly discovered stars constitute 3 per cent of the
analysed sample. They form two sequences on the Petersen
diagram. The sequence at the period ratio around 0.613 is
tight, well defined and contains majority of found stars. Sev-
eral stars form the second, less pronounced sequence at pe-
riod ratio around 0.631.
Our research significantly increased the number of
known stars showing the new form of double-mode pulsa-
tion (until now only 18 such stars were known). Models
leave no doubt, the additional mode cannot correspond to
a radial mode, it must be non-radial. The new group of
double-mode radial–non-radial RR Lyrae stars, postulated
by Moskalik et al. (2014), has now more than 160 members.
Analysis of space photometry and our results suggest that
this new form of pulsation must be common among RRc
stars. Still, we do not understand mechanism behind this
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Table 3. Stars with additional non-radial mode and additional signal close to its sub-harmonic.
star PX/P1 fx fs S/N fs/fX As/AX
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07076 0.61048 5.52684(2) 2.69643(2) 4.11 0.488 0.93
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10037 0.62963 4.81580(2) 2.41252(2) 4.76 0.501 0.92
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11641 0.63044 4.91547(5) 2.44944(2) 4.52 0.498 0.86
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12037 0.63080 4.96815(4) 2.47915(4) 4.77 0.499 1.01
phenomenon: which mode is excited and how (see however
Dziembowski 2012).
In many cases we find that the additional mode is non-
stationary or has close companions in the frequency spec-
trum, which may be non-stationary as well. Similar be-
haviour was found in the Kepler and CoRoT data for RRc
stars (Moskalik et al. 2014; Szabo´ et al. 2014). In four stars
we detected sub-harmonics of the additional mode, which
are often visible in the space photometry. They are a signa-
ture of period doubling of the non-radial mode.
Although ground-based photometry is of much lower
quality than space-borne observations, it has one crucial ad-
vantage – it was collected for thousands of RR Lyrae stars,
making it possible to detect more than 100 objects of the
new class. Future work will be focused on careful analysis of
stars with Blazhko effect in search for this non-radial mode.
We are also going to conduct the same analysis on stars
from LMC, SMC and from clusters for which we have good
ground-based photometric data.
In the Appendix we included a list of interesting stars
found as a side effect of our study. The list contains five stars
in which we found additional periodicity which may corre-
spond to other radial mode (two HADS stars, two weak
1O+3O candidates), and 14 stars in which we found fre-
quencies which do not correspond to any radial mode. For
further details and brief analysis we refer the reader to the
Appendix.
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APPENDIX A: NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL RRC
STARS
Below we briefly discuss the interesting stars found during
our analysis. In most of them we detect additional significant
signal in the frequency spectrum prewhitened with the first
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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overtone and its harmonics, and possibly additional non-
radial mode with PX/P1 ∈ (0.58 − 0.64). In a few cases the
period ratio fits the expected value for radial modes of either
RR Lyrae stars or High Amplitude δ Scuti Stars (HADS).
These stars are discussed first. Then we discuss the stars
for which period ratio does not fit the radial mode scenario.
Below, P1 always refer to primary period (first overtone), PX
to period of the non-radial mode of interest in this paper,
and Pa, Pb,. . ., to additional periodicities detected in the
data. Abbreviation “no comb.” means that no combination
frequencies were found involving frequency of the additional
signal and other frequencies present in the data. In such a
case we do not have a proof that the frequencies originate
from the same star. The term “no cont.” means we could
not find a contamination source of similar period within 1
arc minute in the OIII-CVS. It does not exclude blending, as
additional star may be too close to be resolved in the OGLE
photometry, or was not included in OIII-CVS. We note that
the list of stars with additional significant signal presented
below is by no means complete. These are stars found only
because they have additional ∼ 0.61 mode as well, and so
they where analysed in detail, or because the daily alias of
additional signal falls into the frequency range in which we
searched for ∼ 0.61 mode.
A1 Stars with additional, likely radial modes
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-04259. P1 = 0.2761459(2) d. In ad-
dition we find Pa = 0.3639184(7) d (S/N = 13.3). Both
P1 and Pa are non-stationary. Period ratio P1/Pa = 0.759
suggests that additional signal corresponds to fundamental
mode in HADS star of particularly long period (for simi-
lar HADS stars see Poleski et al. 2010; Pietrukowicz et al.
2013). No comb., no cont. Most likely F+1O HADS star.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07028. P1 = 0.2441616(3) d. In ad-
dition we find Pa = 0.1671389(3) d (S/N = 10.5). Period
ratio (Pa/P1 = 0.685) indicates a possible 1O+3O double-
mode star. For this star however, we do not see the harmon-
ics of 1O, neither its combinations with possible 3O. No cont.
Blend or weak 1O+3O double-mode RR Lyrae candidate.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08788. P1 = 0.28739168(6) d,
PX = 0.176322(1) d. In addition we find a weak signal at
Pa = 0.190487(2) d (S/N = 4.3). Pa/P1 = 0.663 indicate a
possible 1O+3O pulsator. It is also possible that its lower
frequency alias is a true signal. No comb., no cont. Weak
candidate for 1O+3O double-mode RR Lyrae pulsator.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-14402. P1 = 0.22033494(5) d. In
addition we find Pa = 0.16785954(4) d (S/N = 21.5). Pe-
riod ratio Pa/P1 = 0.762 perfectly fits the F+1O HADS
progression in the Petersen diagram. Combination frequen-
cies are present and strong (f1+ fa, fa− f1, 2fa+ f1). Thus,
we interpret P1 and Pa as fundamental and first overtone
modes, respectively, in a firm HADS star.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-16581. P1 = 0.2261119(2) d. In ad-
dition we find Pa = 0.178914(2) d (S/N = 7.2). The period
ratio is Pa/P1 = 0.791 and so the star falls in between F+1O
HADS stars and 1O+2O Cepheids. It may be a 1O+2O
RR Lyrae star. We detect only one harmonic of f1. No
comb., no cont. Likely a double-mode radial pulsator but
exact identification is uncertain.
A2 Stars with additional, unidentified frequencies
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-01443. P1 = 0.2392456(6) d. In ad-
dition we find Pa = 0.1695492(9) d (S/N = 7.6). Period ratio
(Pa/P1 = 0.709) does not fit the radial mode scenario. No
comb., no cont. Non-radial mode or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-02251. This star has two desig-
nations in OIII-CVS: RRc star OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-02251
and double-overtone 1O+2O Cepheid OGLE-BLG-CEP-04.
We find P1 = 0.2400460(2) d, P2 = 0.1902512(6) d and
so P2/P1 = 0.793 in principle fits the 1O/2O period ra-
tio. We note however that 1O period is very short then,
and in fact star is located at the intersection of 1O+2O
Cepheids and 1O+2O HADS stars. In addition we detect
Pa = 0.168464(1) d (S/N = 4.8, Pa/P1 = 0.702) and
Pb = 0.1520956(9)1 d (S/N = 5.0, Pb/P1 = 0.634) that do
not fit the radial mode scenario. Pb/P1 however well fits the
new group of radial–non-radial double mode pulsators dis-
cussed in this paper, provided the star in question is in fact
RR Lyrae. No comb., no cont. Non-radial modes or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-03647. P1 = 0.2534656(7) d (non-
stationary). In addition we find Pa = 0.262977(1) d (S/N =
8.8). Period too close to 1O to be radial. No comb., no cont.
Non-radial mode, Blazhko effect or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-05550. P1 = 0.24910497(3) d
(non-stationary), PX = 0.1533192(5) d. In addition we find
Pa = 0.284199(2) d (S/N = 4.1). P1/Pa = 0.877 does not
fit the radial mode scenario. No comb., no cont. Non-radial
mode or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-06085. P1 = 0.3068836(2) d. PX =
0.1881870(5) d. In addition we find Pa = 0.1602604 d
(S/N = 4.5), so Pa/P1 = 0.522 does not fit the radial mod
scenario. No comb., no cont. Non-radial modes or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-06345. P1 = 0.20143783(4) d
(non-stationary). In addition we find Pa = 0.1897067(2) d
(S/N = 13.2) and next its very close, but well resolved com-
panion Pb = 0.1898976(4) d (S/N = 8.0). These frequencies
are too close to 1O and to each other to correspond to radial
modes. No comb., no cont. Non-radial modes or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-07486. P1 = 0.31702951(4) d
(non-stationary). In addition we find a longer period Pa =
0.398583(3) d (S/N = 5.1, non-stationary). Period ratio
(P1/Pa = 0.795) too high for the F+1O pulsator. It would
fit the 1O+2O scenario provided that P1 in fact corresponds
to 2O. This possibility ruled out based on the shape of the
light curve – of large amplitude, described with sixth order
Fourier series and typical for RRc stars. No comb., no cont.
Non-radial mode or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08125. P1 = 0.27681180(6) d
(non-stationary), PX = 0.169510(2) d. In addition we find
Pa = 0.149609(2) d (S/N = 6.3) and then weak signal at
Pb = 0.2166949(7) d (S/N = 4.4). Period ratios Pa/P1 =
0.540 and Pb/P1 = 0.783 do not fit the radial mode sce-
nario. No comb., no cont. Non-radial modes or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-08463. P1 = 0.34095554(3) d. In
addition we find Pa = 0.2137228(1) d (S/N = 12.6) and
its second and possibly third (weak) harmonic. Period ratio
Pa/P1 = 0.627 fits the range in which we search for ad-
ditional non-radial mode in this study. However large am-
plitude of additional signal and presence of its harmonics
are not-typical for non-radial mode. Despite large ampli-
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tude, there are no combination frequencies. It is most likely
a blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09134. P1 = 0.29693217(4) d,
PX = 0.1824339(7) d. In addition we find a signal at longer
period Pa = 0.450203(3) d (S/N = 7.4). P1/Pa = 0.660 does
not fit the F+1O scenario and light curve clearly indicate
that P1 must correspond to 1O. No comb., no cont. Non-
radial mode or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-09366. P1 = 0.262936(2) d. In ad-
dition we find Pa = 0.1372251(3) d (S/N = 9.1) and next
Pb = 0.274405(3) d (S/N = 5.6). Pa/P1 = 0.522 and
P1/Pb = 0.958. These period ratios do not fit the radial
mode scenario. No comb., no cont. Non-radial modes or
blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-10936. P1 = 0.2056296(1) d. In ad-
dition we find Pa = 0.1145288(3) d (S/N = 8.9) and next
Pb = 0.0933232(3) d (S/N = 7.4). Pa/P1 = 0.557 and
Pb/P1 = 0.454. These period ratios do not fit the radial
mode scenario. No comb., no cont. Non-radial modes or
blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-11726. P1 = 0.3019463(5) d, PX =
0.185382(3) d. In addition we find Pa = 0.176021(1) d
(S/N = 4.4, Pa/P1 = 0.583). No comb., no cont. Non-radial
mode or blend.
OGLE-BLG-RRLYR-12345. P1 = 0.3280316(1) d. Its
identification as RRc star is uncertain. No harmonic of
P1 is detected. We find at least three additional, close,
but well resolved periodicities, all with S/N well above 5.
These include Pa = 0.3447924(4) d, Pb = 0.3421682(6) d,
Pc = 0.315773(1) d. No comb., no cont. A blend or multi-
mode non-radial pulsator.
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